Easy9 Philosophy

Easy on eyes  Easy on mind

Easy to sell  Easy to install

Make your life ‘Easy’ in all possible ways
Futuristic design

Colour & finish
Blends in with most commonly used wall shades

Front face customization
Personalize your DBs to capture the most cherished moments of your life

Door Knob
Ensures ergonomic and smooth Operation
How to get your own Personalized front face?

Step 01
Scan the QR code

Step 02
Select from the or upload your

Step 03
Adjust and review how the photo looks on it

Step 04
Checkout, enter delivery address, and make payment
Easy on Mind
Confirming to international Standards

Fully tested in NABL Accredited laboratories:

- IEC 61439
- IP-30 Single Door
- IP-43 Double Door
Safest System

- Assurance of SE brand quality and technology promise
- Reliable protection
- Complete & Safe System
  - Overload, Short Circuit & Earth Leakage protection along with dedicated enclosures
- IK08 protection ensuring safety of operation and components inside
- Neutral Bar insulated with plastic
- Glow wire tested
Easy to Install
Flexible Installation

- 3 piece architecture
- Reversibility of Door, Detachable Gland Plates
- Provision to mount Neutral bar either on the top or bottom
- Labels for fast, safe and error free installation
- Flush mounted
- FRLS Cables - crimped, sleeved & colour coded
- Combi Head Screws
- Cement spill protector
Optimized solution

Radical Packaging Solution

- Flexible and simplified system
- Easy to Store
- Hassle free

\[ \geq 50\% \] Storage space

In one line:

Easy all the way!

Easy to STORE
Easy to Sell
Your selection made easy

A great product for your needs

• Easy to select
• More visible on the shelves
• Easily available
Comprehensive Offer

- Phase Selector
- Metal Enclosure
- P&S Unit
- SPN
- VTPN
- TPN
Easy9 Summary

Customized Front Face
Reversible Door
Clean Locking Mechanism
Easy to stock
Assurance of SE Quality